They’re a Boon Not a Boom.
EJ Safe & Secure SERVO™ Covers

The many issues associated with service station access covers in use over fuel pits make for complex reading but at EJ, we have the perfect solution: the SERVO™.

Being made from a composite material, it is non-conductive of static electricity which dramatically reduces the risk of accidental spark-activated fire. The composite is also non-reactive to fuel spills – petrol or diesel.

These amazing covers are in use around the world and have been installed in Australia in new Puma and 7/11 service stations in Western Australia and also on the Sunshine Coast, Queensland.

SERVO™ has been third party tested to Class D 210kN AS3996 rating and water resistance, so it can take the heavy, constant traffic that classically flows through a servo in any weather conditions.

For added safety and security, the SERVO™ comes with its own locking device. A supplied key unlocks the cover and being made from a light composite material, opening SERVO™ couldn’t be simpler.

Made in the USA at the EJ composites factory in Michigan, SERVO™ is stocked locally at EJ facilities in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. For more information or to place an order, please contact your nearest EJ team or call 07 3216 5000.